QSIDental Web®

Enterprise software solution
and trusted web-based
platform for large practices
Anywhere, anytime access to your
cloud solution, QSIDental Web.

The all-in-one solution for practice management
and clinical charting. Scalable and flexible for
growing practices that are multi-specialty,
multi-location and multi-provider.

Tap into patient data and imaging
studies from anywhere you need
to work – in any office suite, in
the exam or consultation room,
or anywhere off hours – using
virtually any “smart” device.

Control security and access
using security groups or
narrow it all the way down
to a specific user. Your
practice, your option.
QSIDental Web
•

Integrated clinical charting and practice management
for enhanced care and ROI

•

C
 loud technology to improve data access and storage,
while reducing costs

•

M
 ore accurate, hassle-free documentation
via Smart Notes

•

Improve practice efficiencies and
enhanced profitability

•

T
 ime and cost savings with easy implementation,
updates, and use

QSIDental Web is enterpriseready, which means it is built for
the needs of large and growing
practices—including your clinical
necessities, advanced billing
needs, practice management
functionality, and reporting
requirements.
Our experience and focus is and always has been on
group practices, rather than single practices. We did not
take a system developed for single practices and stretch
it out for large practices—instead we designed our
solution specifically for you.
With a 35-year track record of success helping dental

“QSIDental Web
has brought us a
level of streamlined
communication
between our
practices that I don’t
think you could easily
achieve locally.”

practices increase productivity, reduce risk, minimize
costs, and improve patient dental care, we’ve earned our
trusted reputation. Let us help you succeed.

Tonya Christal, DDS
Co-owner
Lee Dental Centers

Get ONE clinical charting and
practice management solution for
enhanced care and ROI
Achieve seamless integration between practice management and clinical tools using QSIDental Web.
Get the charting, imaging, and clinical patient record data management you need to deliver complete and
efficient care. Plus we’ve integrated this with the administrative record keeping and patient scheduling you
need for maximum patient throughput and to maintain accurate, real-time patient data. As a result, you
improve revenue while ensuring patient data integrity and enhancing your practice’s reputation.

Having one, enterpriseready, scalable solution helps
your organization improve,
and your business grow.

Use cloud
technology to
improve data
access and
storage, while
reducing costs

Better cost, scalability, access

Working in the cloud makes a work-life
balance more achievable for you and
your staff. QSIDental Web isn’t only
about flexible data access from the
Internet or the platform’s clinical and
administrative functionality. It’s about
saving time and money.

Disaster recovery is easier using one secure, redundant,

Cloud-based technology eliminates the up-front
investment in dedicated computers and servers for your
multi-office practice. Plus, your storage capacity, including
digital imaging, is unlimited and scalable. Dentists and
staff can manage clinical and administrative data in real
time, all the time. And, every office site receives 100
percent functionality, speed, and versatility.

Safe, secure, compliant
The latest in online security technology ensures your
data is safe and HIPAA compliant. Software and data
are stored on secure remote servers for 24/7/365 access.
and seamless solution.

Finally, reduce or
eliminate your up-front
infrastructure costs.

Access patient data and
imaging studies anytime
and anywhere, and from
any web-enabled device.
Use QSIDental Web to tap into:
•

P
 atient demographic information and images

•

S
 chedules, appointments, and recalls

•

P
 atient insurance information

•

R
 esponsible billing party and account balance

•

P
 ayment plans

•

E
 xecutive summary of business activities

•

P
 atient x-rays are stored in the cloud with
Apteryx® integration

•

e
 -Prescribing saves time and reduces errors

Create more accurate, hassle-free
documentation via Smart Notes
Streamline documentation and more accurately communicate information about
your patients’ health and care, using interactive Smart Notes from QSIDental Web.
Rather than repeatedly composing a note, users need only select defined variables
to create consistent, comprehensive notes. Easily enter clinical notes into a chart,
often in advance.
A Smart Note has two basic components:
•

S
 tatic text remains constant each time you create a note, providing both basic information and sentence structure

•

V
 ariable (replacement) fields are used to select from a pre-defined list of choices to complete specific clinical details

Including Smart Notes in patient charts provides information about treatment planning and procedures, or other significant
patient data. Set them up to trigger after you enter a condition, procedure, planned service, or completion of a planned
procedure – and automatically post them to a patient’s chart history. You can also enter notes independent of a procedure.

It’s documentation done right, faster, more easily.

Improve practice efficiencies
Enable your dental practices to operate more efficiently and effectively.
•

T
 ask Scheduler - The QSIDental Web Task Scheduler gives your practices the ability to establish and schedule processes
to be performed automatically at a specific or regular interval. You can streamline many QSIDental Web activities into a
single task request and schedule them for a specific frequency – similar to other calendaring and scheduling tools, with or
without notification

•

Improved collaboration - Using cloud technology, your specialists can easily communicate with your offices and each
other for improved patient safety, accuracy, and convenience

•

A
 ppointment confirmations - leverage automatic appointment confirmations to avert lost revenue and quickly fill empty
appointment slots

•

e
 -Prescribing - easily, electronically handle prescriptions and refill requests

•

O
 nline patient education - help improve patient satisfaction and outcomes with our simple, effective, web-based
patient education

The practice operating cycle—from the new
patient calling, to check-in to checkout—has all
speeded up. The way that the program works is
intuitive. Scheduling patients is a lot faster. Having
more information at your fingertips and not having
to navigate from tab to tab to tab is great.
Maria Fuertes, Director of Operations
Riverside Dental Group

Enhance
profitability
and ROI
See a better bottom line through more
intelligent billing processes.
•

•

R
 educe lost and missed revenue; QSIDental
Web automatically posts completed treatments
to be billed
S
 ave time and eliminate faxing using our Fast Attach
feature. Using NextGen® Electronic Data Interchange
(NextGen EDI) services, scan insurance claims (such
as 835s), and add them to your system automatically
for improved accuracy, reliability, and time savings

•

E
 asily access your EDI claims history and
user messages

•

C
 ollect revenue faster and reduce errors by digitizing
your files and claims. You’ll require fewer manual
labor hours and resources when you scan and index
EOBs in batches

Save time,
reduce costs,
and ease use
With no big infrastructure required, our system is easy
to start up. Updates and backups are automatic, taking
administrative stress off your team. Finally, because the
system is easy to use and intuitively designed, it’s easy
for your team to get up to speed. However, if you want
advice or help with training, QSIDental Web experts are
always available.
•

E
 asy start-up, go live

•

A
 utomatic updates, backups

•

E
 asy to use, maintain

QSIDental
Web – hard not
to say yes!
Why wait to start improving care and
ROI? Our single, integrated clinical
charting and practice management
solution is proven to help.
•

C
 loud technology improves data access and
storage, reduces costs

•

P
 roduce more accurate, hassle-free documentation
via Smart Notes, while enhancing practice
efficiencies and profitability

•

G
 et fast easy implementation, automated
updates, and ease of use

Other rewards of saying “yes!” to QSIDental Web
include adding the expertise of our staff to your
team, proven performance, and better practice
results. You’ll be confident knowing that you’re
doing everything possible for superior patient
care while driving better financial results.

SA Y YES!

Take the Next Step
Call 1-800-888-7955 or visit
www.qsidental.com.

Find out how dental practices, FQHCs,
and community medical/dental healthcare
facilities are implementing centralized clinical
administration. Learn why digital integration of
the entire spectrum of care is vital to simplified
management and better patient outcomes.
ABOUT QSIDENTAL
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Since 1978, QSIDental has been at the forefront of innovation in the
healthcare industry. We are the only vendor who, for more than 35
years, has consistently implemented and supported large, multi-site
dental practice organizations.
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